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First Place Poetry 
C. Lynn Wells 
Funeral Quilt at the Highlands Museum 
Because you knew something is better than nothing 
you gathered their clothes and made this quilt 
with all you had left of them--sheets 
off their bed, part of the navy slacks 
you dressed them in for kindergarten graduations, 
pieces of the flannel shirts they wore that day, 
the day the search boat hooks found them, 
latched onto them, and they were laid out 
on the bank of the lake like rugs 
stretched in the sun to dry. 
You couldn't know for sure what happened--
one thought he could save his brother 
but couldn't, so you cut stars 
and Dresden plates from their clothes. 
What did you secure into the stitching--
how the three of you scattered the living 
room table with fleshy flowers you made 
from tissue paper? The night they were warm 
with fever and you covered them in ice water? 
Night after night as you cradled the sewing frame, 
pulling each stitch tight, placing 
each piece just so, the clean squirming 
smell of them must have tiptoed 
around you. And when you were finished 
you might have almost forgotten, walked 
to their rooms to tuck them under 




C. Lynn Wells 
You have grown smaller, into yourself, 
since years ago I moved you in with me 
after Dad died. Now I can only smile 
when you say you are expecting; 
you are nearly eighty but stroke your stomach 
and say you can feel her kicking now 
(you're sure it's a girl). 
I wait this one out like all the rest--
like the day you put on your best 
dress and started off to your wedding 
or the day you asked to be driven 
to Ohio because you said Dad had run off 
with some harlot up Cincinnati way. 
You pull your blouse up, press my hand 
against your stomach and ask if I can feel 
her kicking; and though I can't, you tell me 
to listen to the heartbeat. I put my ear 
to your belly, listen to it gurgle, feel it rise 
and fall with your breathing. I sit back 
and say yes, I can feel it now. I look at you, 
small and pale, and think of how you must have looked 
back then, your stomach etched with veins 
and full of me and how you must have broken open 
like an overripe melon to spill me out. 
You say soon now, it's almost time, 
and cup your stomach in your hands like water. 
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c. Lynn Wells 
Next of Kin 
You slid out of her like a lump of wet clay 
pretty as you please after three days of labor. 
She knew you'd be a hell-child then and lordy, 
wasn't she right about that. And now, seven years 
after you left home, brother, they have sent us 
your remains. As I dig this hole to lay you in, 
Mom shreds a blade of grass and says this is the right 
place for you to rest, here in the family cemetery 
near the farm, and rips open this box that carries you. 
This was our place. Some Sundays while the sky 
bulged gray with the promise of snow, 
I would straighten the stiff plastic flowers 
while you lay on the sunken ground, feet propped 
flat against the headstones and resurrected the dead; 
you imagined they were child killers who were hung 
from sycamore trees, one-eyed pirates who, killed 
for stealing treasure, Gypsy women who dressed in reds 
and golds and sold pistachios for a living. 
Mom would call us in before we were ready, 
to scrub our faces hot and send us off to church. 
I would lean forward, excited and afraid of the frenzied 
amens and hallelujahs; you dangled your legs over the pew, 
swung them to the beat of some song you hummed 
to drown the others out. After, she talked to us 
about Jesus, about how He forgave us our sins, 
and about the priest who bought the land 
to bury strangers in, Potter's field. 
She taught me how to turn a yolk without bursting it, 
to wash and mend and fold the linens, but because 
you were the son, the oldest, she rolled your clothes 
into bundles and packed you off to school in Boulder. 
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I knew you didn't want to go; you honked clear down 
the driveway as you drove off in that old '57 Rambler. 
Later you ,wrote that you had quit and moved in 
with a woman named Janelle. To Mom you were the one 
who went bad, took to drinking and got yourself killed 
robbing a Seven-Eleven. To me you were the calf 
we sometimes covered with the dead 
calf's skin to tempt the cow to mother it. 
She says she heard somewhere that bodies are burned 
together and then doled out in people-sized portions, 
she says it might not even be all you in there. 
But I want to know it's you, at least that. 
I wish I could have put your body 
aboard a burning ship and sent it out to sea. 
I wish I could have flung your ashes into the Ganges. 
But it has come to this. The trip 
has shattered the urn and, as she lifts you, 
you spill out. She says she can smell 
the whiskey on you still and brushes you off 
like chalk. I hate that she may carry 
part of you away in the crevices of her rings, 
under her nails. I scoop you into my hands, 
pieces of bone jut through like grass. 
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White Current 
A long dark fish, the train sliced 
through the dark and lashed its tail 
against the ground we stood on, smooth 
and loud as a rolling white current; 
it quivered like a muscle pulled taut 
and screeched like an animal speared 
clean through the middle. It quieted 
the crickets and made the moon grease up 
with the thick blue smoke it spewed. 
Death pulled at us, glinted beneath us, 
longed to cover us like a fleshy membrane, 
a skin. All heartbeat, we leapt 
to meet the water that waited 
to swallow us whole like bait. 
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C. Lynn Wells 
First Place -- Fiction 
George Barnette 
Moving Targets 
I saw the Saturday Afternoon Matinee on channel 
41 that day. It was called Oklahoma and was mostly peo-
ple singing and dancing around in plaid shirts and 
overalls and stuff like that. There were scary parts to it 
too, but I didn't like them. They were hanging a guy 
and it sounded like thunder. The whole movie got 
darker and I started to wonder what the Williams's 
were doing, if they were outside playing. It was a warm 
day. 
I went into the bathroom on the next commercial. I 
don't know why I went in there, because I didn't need 
to go or anything. I got up on the sink and looked at 
myself in the mirror. I thought to myself that I was ten 
years old. I said it out loud at the mirror that I had been 
one year old, two years old, three years old and so on 
up to ten years old. I said to myself, ten years of age. 
My whole head was brown and my hair was cut in 
a burr. Mom always does that to me in the summers 
and this year she did it a week before school was even 
out. I hated her for that. I noted the Chicken Pox scar on 
my cheek bone. 
I watched myself and sang "Oh What A Beautiful 
Morning." My lips were too thin, I thought, but I licked 
them and puffed out as I sang that song over again. I 
had my sisters tape recorder and I sang the song into it 
once. My voice sounded shaky and I didn't want to hear 
it anymore like that. Just hearing myself while I sang 
was better. It seemed like I was getting the song down 
to where I could really sing it good when the back 
storm door slammed. I jumped off the sink and met 
Mom in the kitchen and she tore in to me right then. 
She said, "Don't you know that Dad is out there 
working behind the bam? He's dripping with sweat 
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splitting wood and you're in here on your ass. Why 
aren't you out there, son? Go on, get some shoes on and 
go help your daddy. What are you thinking hiding out 
in here while he works that way." 
I grabbed some boots off the back porch and let the 
storm door slam, while Mom went on hollering about 
how I didn't even care if Dad fell down dead from 
working so hard. It came into my head that I have 
another father in Georgia, my real dad, but I didn't ever 
want either of my dad's to die. I said, fuck you Mom, 
under my breath in the direction of the barn and threw 
a rock over it. It felt like the bottom dropped out of my 
stomach when I remembered that that's where Dad was 
working. 
I had hurt him before once when I was trying to be 
funny. He was pushing the wheelbarrow from behind 
the bam and I ran ahead and plugged in the electric 
fence. When Dad came through and re-hooked the 
fence it shocked him good mostly because he wasn't 
expecting it to be on. He had dropped the hoe he was 
carrying and slung the barbed wire by its plastic han-
dle. Mom came at me, slapping me on the ass and bawl-
ing me out, saying that it could have caused a heart 
attack or something. She wanted to know, did I want 
that? 
Dad didn't even notice the rock I threw over though 
and I fell in with him working. I laid a wedge in place 
along a crack in the log and tapped it down a little with 
the sledge hammer. Dad told me to back up a little so I 
wouldn't knock my toe off. He said, "We ain't got time 
to run to St. Mary's." I stepped back and concentrated 
on the wedge, swung the hammer in a big, full circle 
beside myself and nailed it square on. Once I got going I 
didn't think about anything except the song I'd been 
singing and laying the hammer down hard in the right 
place, splitting logs up like pie. 
We got done a little while later and after we hosed 
our heads down and got a drink at the spigot, Dad went 
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on inside. I walked out in the garden and picked along 
for the perfect tomatoes and ate them as fast as I could. 
The juice was all down my belly and it stuck there dry 
by the time I was finished hurling the rotten ones over 
the fence to the ducks. 
I walked out in the field behind the Williams's 
house. It was a big com field then with a cinder road, 
that I was on, at its edge and then it was woods on the 
other side. I found a good stick and whacked leaves off 
the branches of the trees as I went and sang: 
Oh what a beautiful morning, 
Oh what a beautiful day, 
I've got this wonderful feeling, 
Everything's going my way. 
I sang it through fast a few times and then sang it 
very slow, dragging out every word. I tried to sound 
like the guy in the movie. Then I tried to sing it like the 
woman in the movie. I got louder as I walked farther 
back away from the houses. Before long I was singing it 
as loud as I could and swinging my stick along with my 
whole body in each step. I was singing it in the wom-
an's voice this way when I came around a clump of 
trees where there was more field on the other side. John 
and Tommy Williams were waiting around there and 
when they saw me see them they busted out laughing. I 
sank in for a minute, ashamed, and then walked on up 
. to them whistling it lightly, bugging my eyes out at 
them. 
They finally got done riding me out and asked me if 
I wanted to go back in the woods with them to cut some 
stuff they needed. They said I could tag along if I 
wanted. I mostly hung out with their sister Barbara 
because she was my age and Tommy and John usually 
went too far off for me to go with them. But they said, 
"Don't worry about your mom man. We're just going in 
the woods a little ways. The old hog won't even know 
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you went anywhere." So I said, okay. I don't give a shit 
anyway. 
We headed out across the big open place in the 
field, where you could see all the way back to. the road 
and across, to my house. I was half scared of what they 
were going to cut in the woods. John had told me before 
about them planting some pot somewhere. I wasn't sure 
where or anything else about it, but I'd told him a 
bunch of times that I would never smoke pot or any-
thing else. My mom had always made it sound awful 
how you would die if you smoked and I wasn't ever 
going to do it. John and Tommy had both laughed at 
that. We were shooting the basketball around and talk: 
ing about it while Mrs. Williams was right in the 
kitchen, on the other side of the window. Tommy said, 
"Yeah I used to say that too. To Billy and Kevin and 
them. And then I just started smoking it." 
John said I was just yet to explore the other worlds. 
The worlds of being below a pair of panties and of hav-
ing a killer buzz. I'd started guarding shots and quit 
talking about it then, and so did they. 
We got off the field and stepped into the woods and 
I felt better. John and Tommy always walked with their 
heads down through a worked field, looking for arrow 
heads. I never could find any, but I'd walk with my 
head down like them anyway, wishing one of them 
would say something. ''Found one" or anything. When 
we got to the edge of the woods I turned around and 
looked all the way to my front yard. Nobody was out-
side that I could see. Tommy and John didn't stop there 
too. They just booked straight back in and staying with 
them was hard. It was all I could think about. 
I half-jogged along after them, catching glimpses of 
Tommy's red hair disappearing deeper and deeper into 
the woods. I couldn't see John at all. I knew they 
wouldn't leave me though, so I didn't try too hard to 
catch them. I wanted them to have to stop and wait. 
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Tommy's head went around another curve in the 
path behind a thicket of tall weeds and cedar trees. 
When I could see Tommy again, him and John were 
side by side walking slow. When I got closer I could see 
puffs of smoke trailing back to me, they were passing a 
joint and I caught the strong smell of it. I got scared a lit-
tle and took off my shirt to stuff it in my pants. I knew 
that that smell might stick on me and Mom would smell 
it. I slowed down too. 
It seemed like they were finished and John looked 
back at me. He said, "The doobie's gone man. You com-
ing?" I jogged up to them and we all walked in a line 
along the path they had beaten. 
Finally Tommy said, "Here's the place. They're just 
through those briars there." It was the biggest bunch of 
briars I'd ever seen. They were bushed up way over our 
heads and snagged in small trees. Just above the ground 
there was a tunneled out path through the thorny stems 
that went right into the middle of the briar bushes. We 
got down low and Tommy pointed. 
'Now me and John are too big to get through there 
anymore. But you can do it for us and we'll let you have 
a couple of them. See those big purple stocks in there. 
They got big elephant ear looking leaves at the top. Take 
this knife and crawl in there and cut as many as you 
can." I took the pocket knife and put my shirt back on. 
I said, "Man, why do I have to do it? Cain't you just 
whack down some of these briars and get them your-
self?" Tommy was rolling his eyes at me and John said, 
"One simple favor man, is that too much to ask?" 
I was on my knees at the opening in the briars. My 
elbow got to shaking some. I said, "You all, is them pot 
plants in there?" 
Tommy slapped John in the chest with the back of 
his hand and said ''Pot Plants!" and they both laughed 
and laughed at me, they turned red from laughing and 
rolled around in the weeds shouting pot plants and 
busting out laughing even more every time they said it. 
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I started crawling back through the briars, not waiting 
for them to stop. I heard them winding down from their 
laugh as I went, and in my head I was singing, Oh, 
what a beautiful morning, Oh, what a beautiful fucking 
day. 
I pulled out about fifteen of the thick, solid stocks, 
dragging the big leaves behind me. They took all but 
two of them from me and we walked back through the 
woods, along the cinder road and across the street into 
my front yard. 
We sat down in the grass to whittle the stocks into 
spears. Tommy did mine for me first, then started in on 
his own. I stood by waiting for them to finish, plunging 
the spear I liked best into the ground. I wanted to see 
what they'd do with theirs before I did much else. John 
was talking about how these were good and heavy and 
would fly a long way. I was looking toward the front 
windows of our house, but I didn't see anybody there. 
When they were finished, John said, "Okay, let's all 
throw one at the same time. Ready--one, two, three ... " 
and we all heaved our spears. John threw his long and 
straight to the other side of the yard. Mine went pretty 
straight, but not very far, and Tommy's got hung up in 
the trees, landing pitiful right in front of us before he 
ran and picked it up. John's was the only one that stuck 
in the ground. 
We all threw one more and then they said for me to 
run for it. 
I said, "What do you mean, run for it?" 
John said, "Come on, we won't hit you. We just 
need a moving target. Just run out there in a zigzag and 
dodge them if it's going to hit you. Come on." He was 
practically whining. 
So I took off and saw two spears zing far over my 
head. I got about half way across the yard and turned 
around and they lobbed two more at me. I had to step 
out of the way of both spears, but it was easy. They 
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were laughing and lobbing spears at me and I was 
laughing and stepping aside for the close ones. I started 
to run farther out and they both drilled a spear at me 
low and hard. I had to really run to keep from getting 
hit. There were a few spears scattered around the yard, 
sticls.ing out at angles that pointed right to Tommy and 
John. All of a sudden Mom came running out in the 
yard screaming like bloody murder for them to get the 
hell home and stop it. John let one fly right over Mom. 
It stuck in the screen on our swing porch. She grabbed 
me by the arm and turned to holler something else at 
Tommy and John, but they had booked back across the 
street and could not be seen. 
Mom took me inside, sat me down at the kitchen 
table and stroked my hair for a minute, asking if I was 
alright, cussing those Williams boys. I told her I was 
okay and she told me to go lay down on the couch and 
watch whatever was on television, she'd bring me a 
sandwich and milk. 
That night, me and Mom were the only ones home 
and we were watching some show that bored me. I had 
the tape recorder and was playing with it, recording the 
show and myself and Mom in secret. I had hours of tape 
of my family and of just abou t everybody I knew. 
When the show went off I asked Mom if she wanted 
to hear herself on tape. I told her that I'd taped her 
about an hour before. I said, "You might think it sounds 
funny when you hear yourself. I don't think I sound like 
I really do on it. Do you want to hear it?" She said sure 
so I pushed play: 
" .. .Now get out there and shut that screen door. 
Damn it son, how many times do I have to tell you? 
When I tell you something, does it register at all? Go on 
and get it right now. You just want to wait until you're 
damn good and ready to do anything." The recliner 
goes down and you can hear me stomping through the 
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kitchen. The door slams. The tape catches Mom say to 
herself, "I swear, that sorry boy." 
I pushed stop and Mom said, "Oh lord, son, do I 
really sound that bad?" 
"I told you Mom, everybody thinks that when they 
hear theirself on tape. I can't stand the way I sound on it 
either." She stared at me but didn't say another thing. 
After a while we were both watching television 
again. I rewound the tape and let it record the show and 
the commercials until the stop button popped. I filled 
up that side of the tape with television noise and noth-
ing else. I gave Mom a quick kiss and said good night as 
I started up the stairs to bed. 
I had stopped saying my prayers, but that night I 
laid in bed and started to list in my head all the people I 
wanted God to take care of. I don't think I got very far 
before I started thinking about the people I was naming 
instead of God taking care of them. 
In the night I dreamed about our garden. It was a 
beautiful morning. Most of the neighborhood was out 
there in it and my family was too. I came floating above 
them on a big inner tube. It was as high as the barn loft 
from the ground and I was laying on my stomach, not 
afraid at all. It was a wonderful feeling and I was the 
happiest I had ever been. The inner tube went where it 
wanted to. I floated around over the garden a few times 
and Tommy and John waved at me and laughed. Every-
body waved and kept picking the tomatoes, cucumbers 
and beans. I thought I could taste the tomatoes. They all 
smiled at me and I smiled back. Then the tube floated 
towards the house and over the ginkgo tree in the back 
yard. Everybody kept waving as I drifted off. I laid and 
watched everything go beneath me as the tube took me 
out over the fields and far away. 
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Some Bodies 
Two or three nights after the death 
Honorable Mention 
George Barnette 
of my friend, r was sixteen and given over to melodrama, 
r wound up on a snowy bank crying with a distant fra:kled cousin 
whose breasts had grown, since last I'd seen her. 
r had stolen a jug of wine that night 
from my fathers basement, you could feel the poison ooze inside 
as we got drunker, the snow kept falling 
and r told her of our last day, mine and our dead friend, 
how stoned we had gotten on plastidills, pickles, we called them, 
three dollars a piece, we got from a friend unknown 
to the family who would not be corning 
to the funeral tomorrow, although I think 
she loved him, my friend. 
We must have lain for three hours in the snow, 
away from the radio and my friend's morn and aunts in prayer, 
fingering plastic beads to Rosary on the Air, 
I gave her my coat and she wrapped me up in it 
against her warm sweater, her breasts. She said I would be alright, 
you know, she said someday it will feel okay, hang on 
to me, I love you, 
and he loved you, she said, so hang on, just hang on. 
With her elderberry breath hot on my head, 
r reached for the wine jug, with one big swig left, 
!>he asked me to share and I turned up 
the bottle, I held it all in my mouth, 
she pulled my face 
to hers 
pressing, her mouth crushed against mine, 
I opened up and it trickled between our open lips 
for the slightest second till we sucked 
from each other 
the last drink of our wine. 
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The Calling 
In a field 
surrounded by the hills, 
and below the green trees, 
Second Place -- Poetry 
Donna Cummins 
cows walk, a black and white sea, 
chewing cholorphyl 
from the grass. 
One of them head up 
smells the air 
a kind of a searching, trembling 
despite the warm evening sun 
and on the green standing silent, 
remains head raised, 
waiting. 
One by one the bowed heads 
lift from the ground, as if 
hearing her, and in hearing 
they come down from the hills, 
from behind the trees. 
This is her calling--
her pace, only a single step forward, 
and they follow her just because. 
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Donna Cummins 
After the Myth 
After the first mothers watched Ethiopians 
kill their men, and their children, 
they became captive wives--
forced to take unworthy lovers, 
to carry water, to bake black bread. 
Their queen, Tanais, not be taken 
on her unwanted wedding night, 
brought a sword to her lover's bed, 
and plunging it through his heart 
felt his blood, claimed her deliverance. 
As the others watched in awe, 
she gripped the lead-tipped arrows 
she drew back the golden string, 
then Mars sent her the warning 
"that women, hindered by their breasts, 
would never as easily as men, 
pull back the bow." 
Tanais, picking up the sword, 
made a choice, cutting off her right breast, 
then unhindered she aimed the bow, 
shooting her arrows into the sky. 
Now lying here after surgery, 
having cancer has transformed me--
It made me its captive wife, but 
I am not the woman I was. 
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I have made a choice, 
I have become an Amazon, 
changed my name to lanais, 
I know I will die with this, 
but I am not afraid, 
I have learned to kill. 
I am an Amazon. 
I have sacrificed to feel the 
arrows heavy in my hands, and 
the string against my arm, 
I am an Amazon. 
I have pulled back the bow. 
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Second Place -- Fiction 
Donna Cummins 
Stained Glass Windows 
Books line the shelves that stretch along the wall of 
my living room. Those shelves are the reason I bought 
the house. Dust gathers along the binders and creases of 
Shakespeare and Plato, but I can't see myself collecting 
ceramic elephants so I hired Mrs. Clouseman to clean 
them every other week. I'm gone a lot with my work, so 
I really look forward to coming home. The minute I 
walk through the door, I know exactly what day it is 
from the smell of furniture polish. She looks and sounds 
like Dr. Ruth. Sixty-two years of her life have been 
devoted to cleaning, she told me. By the time the toilet 
is shining, her hair is frizzing ou t of her french roll. She 
talks to herself while she works, but then so do I, so I 
can't hold that against her. She'd be practically perfect 
except that sometimes Mrs. Clouseman takes the 
messages off the answering machine for me. I've told 
her it's not necessary, but she does it anyway. She leaves 
me these little cryptic notes that make me hear her 
accent when I read them. 
"Harriet, please. Boss wants story on woman who 
was ape. He say no more time. Harry must finish. Be 
good girl. Finish work or I tell your mother." 
If my boss ever learns how effective that threat is, 
I'm really in trouble. At twenty-seven, I have concluded 
that no one was ever really meant to like their families. 
Which is OK I guess. My family doesn't seem to like me 
either. Well, maybe they just don't approve of me. No. 
That may not be fair either. Mainly, they don't approve 
of what I do. 
I meet some really interesting people as a writer for 
Truth magazine. Once I met this gypsy woman from 
Yugoslavia who swore she could tell the future from a 
person's nail clippings. I cut my fingernails down until 
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they were nubs. It took an hour of nail analysis for her 
to tell me that "something very important was going to 
happen in my future that would change my life." She 
should have predicted that it would take two weeks to 
grow my nails back out. 
Yesterday when I came home, I no sooner got 
through the door than I fell asleep on the couch. After 
checking my messages, I forgot to tum the answering 
machine back on. Twelve hours later the incessant 
ringing of the phone makes me think the alarm is going 
off. Finally, I swim out of a foggy sleep to answer. I try 
to say hello but my voice doesn't work, so I have to 
keep clearing my throat. 
"Harriet? Did I wake you up?" It's my sister Emily. 
No, of course not, I want to tell her. I always sound like 
this and I always stay awake until four in the morning. 
"Harriet? It's Emily. Did I wake you?" 
"Wake me? No. Who? Oh, Emily. No, that's ok. 
What time is it?" 
"Harriet listen. Harry ... Mom's in the hospital. They 
say she's had a massive stroke. She's ... I think maybe 
you should come see her, Harry." 
At first, I think maybe I'm just dreaming. Maybe it's 
a nightmare. Maybe it's not really Emily. It doesn't 
sound like Emily. 
"Sure," I tell her. "Of course, I'll come." 
Like I'm going to say no, Emily. I think I'll just sleep 
in and go skiing when I wake up. Geez. 
Emily Bradstone is my sister. She's tall, athletic, and 
the most totally together person that ever lived. 
Usually. Emily married John Bradstone. They had a big 
church wedding in Mom's church, of course. Mom and 
Emily live in the same town. Every relative in the 
family turned out to see Emily get married. We've never 
really gotten along. Emily likes to sermonize. Every 
time I visit I get a sermon on the perils of my life style or 
the chances·of marriage after thirty or the risks of child 
bearing at my advanced age. 
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She is always telling me what I should do. "Harriet? 
I think you should come today ... " 
I'll come right away, I tell her. 
Six hours later, I'm walking toward the intensive 
care unit of Carrington Memorial. Hospitals are the 
worst places. They smell like alcohol and floor cleaner. 
Everywhere you look there is some person scrubbing at 
something. Everything is so clean and white. There are 
so many colors in the · world. Why white? I don't 
understand. How can white help you get well? 
Mom looks so small and fragile in the bed. There 
must be a couple hundred tubes sticking out of her. 
She's wired to four machines that I can trace. The rest 
would take an electrician to figure out. Emily won't 
come into the room. She's waiting outside the door in 
the hall. Said she couldn't bear to see her like that. 
"Harry ... what are we going to do?" 
She keeps asking me that question over and over. 
How am I supposed to know? How am I suddenly 
supposed to have the answers? I never did before. 
Yesterday I was talking to a man who had been 
taken up into a space ship in 1654. Time hadn't passed 
where he had been. Said he thought they had taken his 
memory away. He was having a terrible time adjusting 
to our century and didn't I think that the government 
should develop some kind of program to help ou t 
victims like himself? 
"You're absolutely right," I told him. 
Now today here I am with Emily standing in hall. 
She cried when we talked to the doctor and now she's 
refusing to sign the papers. 
"Do it, Harry. I can't do it." 
Emily only calls me Harry when she wants 
something. Now it's, "Do this, Harry. It's what Mom 
would have wanted." Why me? Does Emily really think 
that I can make a decision like this on my own. I'm not 
the first born. I'm not the chosen one. I'm the prodigal 
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who never returned home. What I want to do is scream 
at her. I want to remind her that she should know how 
to deal with this. She's supposed to know the secrets of 
life, not me. 
I'm not God. If anyone is God, Emily is God. Emily 
has always been right. Hasn't she always been the one 
who looking down from above, pronouncing 
judgements on everything I've ever done in my life? She 
knew It would happen. She knew He was no good. She 
knew I was going to get into trouble. Before I left home I 
became convinced she possessed some secret to living 
that I didn't. And Mom always backed her up. Emily is 
right. Emily was always right. 
Well, OK. To hell with it, I signed the papers. Then I 
made Emily stand in the room with me while they 
removed the tubes and unwired the machines. Maybe I 
shouldn't have. It was the meanest thing I've ever done. 
She cried the whole time and ran from the room the 
second the heart monitor stopped. I cried then. I sat by 
the bed holding Mom's lifeless hand and waited for an 
hour before they took her away. It was too late to do 
anything differently, and I could hear Emily was 
sobbing in the corridor the whole time. 
I pulled the sheet up over Mom's head when they 
came for her, and followed them out. I had to hold 
Emily back from chasing them, wrestle her to the floor 
to keep her with me. I knew then for sure that Emily 
wasn't God after all. She was just like the rest of us. 
But then what do I know about God? When I was 
nine, I remember the minister of the Presbyterian 
Church telling us that God had sent him to be a 
messenger. I remember sitting by my mother in church 
listening to him instructing us in all the things we 
should and shouldn't do. 
At 27, I've done most of the things he said I 
shouldn't, and few of the things that he said I ~hould. 
God hasn't gotten me yet. But if there is a God, and if 
there is a heaven, I bet my mother will make it a point 
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to discuss my transgressions with him the first chance 
she gets. There are a few sins that I hope he doesn't tell 
her about. 
Church was wonderful though. As a child, it 
always seemed like a magical place. Sunlight streaming 
through the stained glass windows creating rows of 
color on the polished hardwood floor. I used to hop 
from the red to the blue trying not to step on the yellow 
or the green. I used to line up the hymnals in the pew 
racks so the golden edges were turned out towards the 
aisle. I actually thought it was real gold. And it was fun 
to run my hands along the polished roundness of the 
hard, wooden seats. Mom would always stop me when 
she'd catch me. 
"Harriet. You're not supposed to play in church," 
she'd say. 
Yes, mom. I wasn't really playing, mom. What do 
children really know, except the smell of lemon oil? I 
heard many warnings not to touch, not to play in the 
house of God, but it was so much fun to skate in my 
sock feet on the polished floors. 
"Harriet! We don't run in the church." 
I wasn't really running. I suppose I learned some 
really important lessons in church, like how to smile 
when I didn't feel like smiling. I learned to be polite and 
pay attention, or at least to look as if I were. I learned to 
wait. Mother would admonish me to sit up, quit 
. slumping, sit still, quit squirming. Put your hands in 
your lap. Listen, you might learn something. 
"God is talking to you," she'd say. 
I never heard him. I didn't understand. What did I 
know of holy promises or praise? I tried to hear. 
Eventually I learned to sit, hands folded, eyes straight 
forward, looking attentive to every word during the 
sennon. My mother would tum occasionally, smiling a 
motherly approving smile at me. 
She would be proud now of how patiently I'm 
waiting. I'm not running in the aisles. The hymnals are 
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still the way they were when I came in and no one's 
here to stop me this time. I'm sitting here quietly, 
watching the colors of the stained glass window on the 
floor, just waiting. They're bringing her later this 
afternoon. I've arranged everything the way she 
wanted. This evening is just for family. Emily and John. 
Dad and his new wife. Aunt Jane and Uncle Harold. 
Tomorrow at three the rest of the world will come to 
church to see my mother off. I guess this time no one 
will be expecting to hear from God. I wish He'd surprise 
them. 
When someone dies, there's so much to do. There's 
the house to sell. Her attorney wants to meet with us 
tomorrow. I'm supposed to take care of these things 
because it's what Mom wanted. Why did she choose me 
instead of Emily? I'd just really like to know that one 
thing because I don't understand. Emily always did 
everything for her before. Mom always wanted me to 
be more like her. 
"Harriet!" she'd say, "You should try to be more 
responsible about your life, like your sister, Emily. It's 
not right for a young woman to rush out into the world. 
You may wind up spending your life alone. If you'd 
slow down a bit in that job of yours, you might have the 
chance to meet some nice men./I 
Even though Dad left her, Mom continued to equate 
happiness with having a husband. I equated happiness 
with a mortgage to Harriet Johnson. I wish I could have 
found a way to make her understand that. And men ... 
"I've met nice men, Mom./I 
"Then why haven't I met them, Harriet?/I 
"They weren't that nice ... /I 
"That's not funny, Harriet, worrying about you will 
be the death of me./I 
"Mom, you'll live to be a hundred. Don't · worry 
about me. I'm fine. I like my life the way it is./I 
"Well, it's not natural./I That was Mom's way of 
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talking about sex. It would have shocked her to know 
how natural I was, but I wasn't going to tell her. Mom 
would always sigh with the burden of my alleged 
unhappiness. I really thought she would live to be a 
hundred. I don't think I gave her death much thought at 
all. I should have brought someone home to meet her. 
Along with the house, there was money in her 
estate. She could have toured the world a few times. 
Everything was left from her settlement when she and 
Dad split up. Everything was left from her retirement. 
Now it goes to me and Emily and neither of us need it. I 
just can't figure it out. Didn't she want anything out of 
life? 
I realize now that I never really knew her. I just 
assumed I did. Emily should be doing this. She knew 
Mom more than I did. But she wouldn't do it, I didn't 
have the heart to push her. 
"It's what mother wanted, Harry." That's all Emily 
would say about it. 
Emily cried as hard when I told her I was leaving, 
as she did the day of the funeral. I would rather have 
listened a few dozen times to her sermons. I tried to 
resolve everything quickly and leave, but I couldn't get 
it all done. There was all that damn money to deal with 
and Emily was too emotional to help. Finally, I told the 
attorney to give some of the money to her church. I told 
them to donate a new stained glass window, install it in 
the skylight. I told them to put Mom's name in the 
. comer. In loving memory of Alice Johnson, from her 
daughters Harriet and Emily. Maybe later I'll come back 
to see the light make the colors dance, and our names, 





A pretty diversion, you read a much read paperback 
and rest your chin on your palm; the coffee 
beckons with steam and reaches for your eyes, 
those searching eyes, pale green, direct. 
Some stray hairs follow a passing waitress 
passing me; you are like a little boy turning 
over and turning over something newly bought. 
I am wasting time. You waste 
my time: after here you are not. A single 
cigarette would never do, nor a dollar, 
nor two fingers of Jack. I have an appetite, 
an ancestral appetite, and a Georgian mind, 
and I am now content, girl, to remain your unheard 
caller. 
I picture you spiking the ball down past 
your opponent's fist, and smiling the rejection 
of an employee's unfit labor; your lovely face 
makes it harder, and something written down 
conjures a smile, and dimples reveal themselves 
while morning goes down the streets, the busy streets. 
There shouldn't be Southern cafes in the morning, 
for the sun at these hours always shines upon the faces 
of the young with exorbitant fairness, but I am here 
a sullen figure cast in the shadow of lapidary execution: 
if I could merely lean out for that name, your name. 
1\vo ponies met Wright in a field. 
He said, "They love each other." 
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Surrending My Sub 
The trunk of Dad's ole' Road Runner 
opened high with a huge em pty box 
that said "Charmin" on the side. 
Heaving and pulling, I managed 
to dock it in the yard. 
Markers, string, and a boring knife, 
I cut hatches and doors and 
drew green instruments and buttons. 
Honorable Mention 
Marvin C. Turner 
A tiny defiant spider crawled into my sub 
I quickly made an escape hatch. 
Mom was the first to learn of my enemy, 
"Make it leave, Mommy." She was just too busy. 
Back outside, exiled from my sub, 
me and the enemy sat in the yard. 
I decided to let him be captain. 
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Marvin C. Thrner 
Barrett's Grocery 
Someone gave a disease to Grandpa's store. 
The cancer of fire ate its way through the rough floors. 
I watched the flames from a healthy distance. 
They vomited sickening smoke as they burned. 
I felt ill about the dying of this place. 
I use to sail rickety bicycles off the front porch. 
I played rummy with an ornery old man who wore white 
overalls. 
I listened to talk about crooked sheriffs and cheatin wives. 
The black and white truths of their lives gave me honesty. 
I walked among the blackened timber. 
I felt like I was walking among charred limbs. 
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William Nathan Shane 
To Drag the Fume from a .Fight 
My van exhausted, hisses for one mile 
then slithers another. 
The highway becomes 
a cement blanket that covers the earth, 
a black heavy tongue that stretches 
across the states, 
each town in a blender 
mixing gravel with wild-eyed hitchhikers, 
yellow lights 
bloated road signs and stiff carcasses. 
Long electric snakes 
vibrate along the rear view mirror, 
the ones attached to stolen naked trees. 
And the map laid erect on my passenger's lap 
with blood shot eyes 
that stare into mine 
and mine fixated on the copperhead monument. 
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HAWKINS WILL HANG! 
Alas! In Lexington I first came to 
meet Edward Hawkins at n 
igger hanging on the 11 th of J 
uly, 1856, the anniversary of 
Hawkins' own nativity. Brothe 
r Ephraim and Sis has accompan 
ied Mother and me to the hangi 
ng where we took our place amo 
ng the spectators. Mother fel 
t it her duty to attend. The 
trap sprung and the nigger swi 
nging, Hawkins, a handsome you 
th of graceful bearing and elo 
quent speech, approached me an 
d said, "Watch that boy dance." 
His eyes fell upon my sister a 
nd he begged an introduction. 
At thirteen years of age, Sis 
was surprisingly beautiful. H 
awkins entreated, "I am quite 
a dancer myself, Miss Ada. Pr 
ay, may I call on you this eve 
ning?" Mother pressed forward, 
saying, "Regretfully, sir, our 
business in town precludes any 
social engagement." That said, 
Hawkins bid us farewell. Sist 
er's stolen galnces followed a 
fter him. In the next year, w 
e same four rode to Ravenna on 
the 29th of May and joined a g 
ay throng of 6000 observing th 
e hanging already in progress. 
The crowd SWirling about, Sis 
bowed her head and a silent pI 
ea fell from her lips. To our 
mutual distress, Hawkins, ligh 

































Our feet 'slid gravel across dirt as we ran. Our blue 
nylon jackets bounced against us, the pockets heavy 
with cans of Pepsi and snack packs of Frito's. The night 
air forced itself into our lungs, almost giving us more 
than we could breath, the house shrinking behind us, 
into the dull grey of the night. We stopped at the barn, 
letting our arms fall to our sides. We looked at each 
other in the dark, seeing features distorted by shadows. 
Peg's braces seemed to glow in the dark. Her own 
personal signal flare. 
She climbed the ladder to the hay loft hurriedly, 
easily finding her way through the dark. I followed 
close behind. Comfortable against the hay bales, we 
freed the giggles that had been building up inside of us 
since the first moment of the great escape. Here we 
were free of younger siblings desperate to know all of 
our secrets so they could be just like us. 
"I can't believe we didn't wake up the tag-along 
brat pack from Hades. I wish we didn't have to do stuff 
with them every time you spent the night" I said. 
"It's okay. I don't mind too much. They're little. 
They think it's cool to hang with seventh graders. 
Especially us!" Peg laughed an uh-huh jughead laugh 
and tilted her Pepsi back, letting it gargle against her 
throat. I could barely see to open mine. I held it close to 
my face. The spray went up my nose. 
"Ah, gross! I hate that!" I wiped my nose on my 
jacket sleeve. 
"Wanna hear about gross?" Peg waited for my 
reply, both of us knowing it wasn't necessary. Of course 
I wanted to hear about gross. Enough time had passed. 
"Monty broke up with Lisa." She paused to allow my 
gasp of horror that readied her for the big BUT she was 
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about to say. "Buuuttt," stretching the word as far as her 
lungs would allow, "He likes ... Marla Myers! Gross or 
what?!" 
"GAWD!" I said "Every boy in the world likes her! 
And she's as ugly as ... " 
"This," Peg said holding a flashlight to her face, her 
mouth hanging open to expose chewed Frito's stuck to 
her tongue. 
"Gross. Glad you brought that." 
Peg raised her eyebrows. "Never know when you'll 
need to see something or knock it over the head. You 
know why he likes Marla don't you?" 
''No, I don't. Why?" 
"Because little miss head-in-the-book, it's all over 
school that she let a ninth grader feel her up." 
"No kidding! Who told you?" 
"I overheard some eighth grade girls in the 
bathroom during lunch. I was hiding up on top of the 
toilet seat." 
"What were you doing that for! Man! Sometimes 
you are so weird!" This fact I couldn't keep to myself 
anymore. She was weird. 
"Oh, I guess I was planning on making those girls 
think I was Marla Myers and murdering them by 
flushing their heads down the toilet." 
"Murder. I had the scariest dream last night!" 
''Not the mud people again!" Peg hated to hear 
about the mud people. Maybe not hated it, but was 
tired of hearing it. 
No. Much worse. Manson. Charles Manson. He 
came into my room while I was asleep and just kept 
cutting my legs with a machete. My legs wouldn't 
bleed, but I could feel it. And what's really weird ... my 
legs hurt today. I'm glad you're here. Maybe I won't 
have that dream again." 
"Gawd. You have weird dreams. Maybe we 
shouldn't stay up late anymore to watch those vampire 
and Dracula movies." 
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"Are you crazy?! We can't give up the movies! 
They're tradition! I've gotta scary story that's supposed 
to be true. Wanna hear?" 
Peg covered the flashlight with her jacket and 
turned it on to create an eerie mood for my story. 
"There was this dog, a devil dog, a hell hound. It 
could transform itself, so it could be anything. It was a 
very beautiful graceful dog. Sorta like a greyhound only 
black, completely black. It was sleek and very quiet. 
One day it showed up at this girl's house. She 
wondered where it came from. What new rich family 
lost this dog. But it just hung around, doing okay by 
itself. She knew nobody owned it because it could fend 
for itself. She was a little afraid of it, but it just sat and 
never barked. She thought this was kinda weird, but the 
devil dog was no trouble. So, she put out food but it 
never ate in front of her. The food was always gone the 
next day though. This dog hung around for a long time. 
Pretty soon it was just part of the scenery. I mean after 
awhile she didn't even notice it. But because she always 
did it, she kept putting out the food and water. She 
never really thought of it as a pet because she never 
played with it. Then one day, she went out to the shed 
to leave the food, but she didn't see the dog. She looked 
around and then went inside the shed. When she 
opened the door, the food still in her hand, she saw the 
dog ... standing --standing just like a man on its hind 
legs. She just froze. She never moved, but she was being 
puUed across the room, like she was on rollers. She 
stopped right in front of the dog, looking him right in 
the eye, the food still in her hand. She still couldn't 
move, but the dog grabbed her with his front paws and 
shook her around. And with one big bite it bit off her 
head then swallowed her body whole. All that was left 
was the plate of food. The devil dog disappeared. 
Nobody ever saw it again. Then last week, Mom passed 
by that junk store downtown and there in the window 
was this statue. A statue of a black greyhound. She 
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bought it and wants to put it in the comer just outside 
the bathroom." 
"I bet you're afraid to go to the bathroom now, 
huh?" Peg asked me. 
"Naw, not yet. She hasn't put it out yet. But, I'll 
walk way around it, you can be sure!" 
"You ever been afraid to go to the bathroom? I 
mean recently." 
Heck no! I'm too big for that. That's for the tag-
along brat pack. Have you?" 
Peg hit my leg with the flashlight, then shined it all 
around the loft before stopping on her face. She 
widened and tightened her eyes several times. Then she 
froze her face into the most serious look, like -the 
preacher abou t to damn you to Hades. I'd never seen 
her face so still and grown up before. "Wanna hear a 
scary story?" she said. "Going to pee at night is really 
scary. Outhouses are the worst, but all you have to do is 
go across the hall, open the door, and flip on the light. 
Everything is surrounded by light. The drippy sink,the 
leaky tub, the dirty towels next to the toilet surrounded 
by your step-dad's magazines and the opened 
newspaper. That's what you find. But suppose there's a 
chance that the light won't work. That someone has 
loosened the bulb. Then anything can be in the 
bathroom or nothing at all. If there's nothing, you have 
to be real quiet or the noise will wake him up. And you 
still have to cross the hall in the dark. But if the light 
works, you can leave the door open and let the light 
whisper into your room for a minute while you look 
real quick around once and map your run back to bed. 
Then you have to lay still, perfectly still, and wait for 
the noise of the mattress squeaking under a moving 
body. And listen even harder for the footsteps that 
make you want to dig under the covers and crawl away. 
The sound that makes you want to die. You. have to rub 
your eyes to remove the sweat that rolled in them. Then 
it would start. Whispers in your ear so close that the 
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hair on the back of your neck stands up. Relax, it said, 
Relax. Then the covers get pulled down and cold air 
tingles your bare legs. You wrap your arms around 
yourself and cry. Then you have to listen to yourself cry 
and bite a little further into the place on your lip. You 
even have to put the covers back yourself. Sleep comes 
hard after that, but it's long. Your mom wonders why 
you sleep till noon." 
"So you end up laying there till the pee hurts you 
inside and you have to go. You have to get the night 
over with. You have to be able to sleep. It's 3:15 a.m. 
according to your alarm clock. You've got to pee. You 
go. You feel a sock under your heel and hit a tennis shoe 
with your big toe. You feel for the bathroom door in the 
darkness. You move the door open slowly to avoid the 
squeaks. You close it just as slowly. You can feel the seat 
of the toilet and the toilet paper. It feels good to get the 
pee out. Crossing the hall in total darkness is risky, but 
you'll take the chance. Standing in the doorway you 
stare out and breathe hard. You place each toe forward 
cautiously. You can remember where the floor squeaks 
the loudest and if you're careful you can miss those 
spots. You reach for the bed with sweat on your arms, 
legs, and belly. The covers feel warm and good. Now 
you're left to listen hard till you fall asleep." 
I didn't say anything. I wasn't sure. Was this why 
we always left when her step-father was home? Was 
this why she was so tired some days? Peg didn't speak 
'either. She spun the flashlight around and around, 
stopping on different spots on the wall. I swallowed 
and tried to speak. 
"Hey! Hey! Who's up there?" We jumped at the 
loud voice. Choking noises flew out of us. "HEY!" We 
heard it again. I recognized the voice. My brother called 
again, "HEY!" louder than before. "Shut up! It's just 
us!" I yelled. He was going to wake everybody up. 
"Don't tell on us!" 
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"You two had better get to the house. Mom and 
Dad will kick your butts to the moon. Sneak in behind 
me." 
We climbed down in silence and followed Craig. He 
didn't ask us what we were doing. He just whistled. He 
must have had some good date. I tried to picture my 
brother on a date. What did he do with girls? I looked at 
Peg. She stared straight ahead with her hands in her 
pockets, almost marching to the house. I wondered if 
her step-father whistled. I wanted to ask her. I wanted 
to say something. I knew we'd never mention it again. 
We slipped in behind Craig. Mom only heard one 
close of the door. She called from the bedroom "How _ 
was your date?" 
''Fine,'' Craig murmured, continuing the distrac-
tion. Peg and I went to the bathroom. We couldn't tum 
on the light or Mom would know we were up. In the 
dark, I sat on the edge of the tub, the cold porcelain 
against my butt, listening to Peg's reluctant tinkle. My 
fingers were warm inside my jacket pocket, clenched 
around the flashlight. 
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The Sacrifice 
At her table the old mother 
kneads her coarse brown bread. 
She is cold . .It is morning, 
and her husband has taken the boy 
(he does this from time to time) 
to tend the flock on the slope 
to teach him his numbers he says. 
Worn as the prayer shawl around his neck 
she straddles a low stool 
finishing one task, she starts another 
perhaps carding the wool perhaps 
something else a daughter might have done 
had there been one. She worries 
the boy will fall down a ravine 
or against some jagged rock, be mauled 
by the dogs, be lost some reasonable hundred 
ways that would undoubtedly stab her heart 
that she must obligingly accept. Tonight 
she will not understand the boy's silence 
his round brown eyes checking every corner 
every firey shadow leaping and popping 
in the darkness, why he sidles close to her 
refusing the torn loaf his father offers . 
She will think fatigue and tuck him in 
to wrestle with the demon chasing his night 
forever, to cry out, to waken a chill sweat 
having learned the dimensions of man, 
the generosity of fathers, a knowledge 






You say 0 K but let me see 
something of you, some passion 
some rage, some truth, something real 
you want a goose bump or a shiver 
you want me to haunt you 
2 
My poems are black cloth boxes 
embroidered with a single strand 
and quilting sharps, the edges 
joined with hidden stitches tight 
enough to carry water 
3 
Astronomers explain some starlight 
visible on earth emanates from sources 
long ago exploded, and spans of darkness 
as imploded stars so dense with matter 
they pull themselves outside in 
4 
Thirty years ago Immaculate Conception 
Easter-Mass-Hallelujahs exhilarated 
from my body, 0 miracle of miracles 
that happen always in the past and bleed 
me pale as a ghost or a woman 
5 
Don't get me wrong, goodness happens 
We know it best because we know the other; 
it's our common bond, strong as -- yes 
strong as -- blood, our common sympathy. 
We stroke it like a cat's chin. 
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Lecture 
Listen, girl, you are woman 
born of woman born of woman. 
That's a fact. Not Amazons 
but tempered just the same. 
With your good genes and a 
little good luck you may live 
a hundred years. So here's 
the point: make some plans. 
You may not keep them, probably 
won't, but make them so you have 
something to squeeze in the palm, 
something to rest behind 
when you get tired. Plan on 
love because it's out there 
and you deserve it, deserve it 
like water, like apples, like 
fire on a winter's night. Girl 
are you listening to me? Well, 
tell me what I just said then. 
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Marta Tomes 
What Love Is 
You were right friend 
love does hurt. 
I can paint you a spring morning 
with bluebirds and robins 
and turtle doves cooing, passing 
low over crocus and daffodil, 
dew dripping off tongues of iris, 
put a sparkle on everything. I 
can do that, and it don't mean 
love, that spoon of honey. 
Love's got dirt on it like potatoes 
like shovels, like the claws on a cat 
and it cuts, digs at your bones, 





You think that I should come to dinner once 
a week and bring the kids, the man, the cake; 
that I should try to go to church Sunday, 
find God, be saved for all eternity. 
You hope that I will lose some weight, take up 
karate, tennis, jogging--stop smoking. 
You say I shouldn't let my boss expect 
so much from me for what I make each week; 
that I should finish my degree, should teach 
calligraphy to your Wednesday ladies' group. 
You want what's best for me, you say. I know 
that you would like to see me finally explode 
into some secret potentiality, 
the one you fear has not been spitefully and 
maliciously hidden from your view. 
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My Sister 
From the edge of autumn 
the ghost of winter arises 
and claims you, 
my five-year old sister. 
You're brittle now, 
a frozen blade of grass, 
suspended in time, 
deaf and dumb and blind. 
In the dark of December 
snow will drift into the meadow 
and cover the oak stump 
where we sat together, 
but you will dwell forever 
in a hollow grave, 
you will never be warm again, 




- for Kenndal 
The ground once 
cracked from all 
the backhoe's labor 
now has grass again. 
Grass like that we 
used to stain our knees on 
when we played ball 
and ran circles around 
the house that stood 
near the field. 
Grass that tickled 
our feet with its 
billion points 
when we pulled 
our shoes off 
for a run to the creek. 
Grass that stood 
in random-order patterns 
sewn to the ground. 
This grass will never die 
as long as each year 
has an April. 
This grass will be 
your solid blanket 





You've arrived at the doctor's office on time. 
Sitting in a room that resembles White Castle, you wait. 
Why do people always seem to tap their feet? 
For that matter, why is it always to 'William Tell's Overture?" 
Furthermore, why do they never get it right? 
You are in a room, on a bench. 
There are 33 others here. 
There are 132 tiles in the ceiling. 
There are 86 tiles in the floor. 
There aren't any tiles on the walls--bummer. 
To both your left and right there are doors. 
People are coming faster than they are going. 
A nurse that looks like Roseanne calls the names. 
She comes through the door to your left every 10.6 minutes. 
By the way, why do people go in, but don't come out? 
Taking a pocket inventory, for the eighth time, you count: 
A set of 19 keys--4 you use, 15 you don't. 
Pen-swiped from the cop that gave you a ticket on the way. 
Money clip with 56 dollars in it (lucky guess) 
Change--gas money-enough to sink the 5.5. Saratoga. 
You are still in that room, on a bench, 94 minutes later. 
There are 38 others, who seem just as pleased as you are. 
You've realized you can't get 'William Tell's Overture" 
right, either. 
Roseanne steps through the door and calls your name. 




Flowing through space, time, dimension. 
Feel the subatomic flux throughout your body. 
A simple twitch of your cortex starts transition 
From that of light speed to true luminosity. 
Planets, stars, spacial bodies aren't comparable 
To the singularity, and infinity of your mind. 
Not even a galaxy's gravitational structure 
Can slow you as you leave it behind. 
Alien life forms exist in their primitive ecologies. 
They need carbon, oxygen, and compounds to survive. 
You are one with the universe--to use the analogy-
Her energy, and your existence, make you so very alive! 
Like neurons in the brain, you are in touch. 
Everything is part of you, and vice-versa. 
All of their emotions and desires are you--a bit much. 
Sudden consciousness is coming; feel the apathetic inertia. 
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The Inscape staff would like to offer special 
thanks to Robert Franzini for organizing and 
coordinating the art competition. Thanks 
also to these department chairs and program 
directors for contributing prize money from 
their budgets: Mark Minor, English, Foreign 
Language and Philosophy; Thomas Sternal, 
Art; and Mac Luckey, Academic Honors Pro-
gram. 
And a big thanks to these artists and writers 
for serving as judges for this semester's con-
test: 
Poetry -- Jeffrey Skinner 
Fiction -- Elaine Fowler Palencia 
Art -- Teresa Kern 
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